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Abstract
Let Xij, i = 1, ..., p; j = 1, ... . N1 be independent normal variables with E(Xij) = μi, Var Xij = σ2. Let Xi = Ni-1
∑j=1Ni Xij and S2 = (∑(Ni-1))-1 ∑(Xij-Xi)2. Then if p ≤ 5 we show Pr(|(μi-μj) - (Xi-Xj) | ≧ S(Ni-1 + Nj-1) qp(α),
√21/2 for some i≠ j) ≤α
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' 
Let x .. , i = 1., ••• 'p; j = 1., ••• , Ni be independent normal lJ N. 
variables with E(X .. ) Var X .. . 2 Let X. -1 l xi. = !-li' = .a • = N. E lJ lJ I l• l . l J . J= 
and 
where 
s2 { E(Ni -l)) -l 2 Then if p ~ 5 sh0'\'1 - E(X . . -X. ) • we lJ l. 
Pr{l (!J . -~ .)-(X. -X. )I' S(N~1+N~1)q(a);21/2 for some i ~ J.) l J l• J. ~ l J p, v' 
q{a) denotes the upper p, v ath quantile of the Studentized 
range distribution. This validates the use of Kramer's multiple 
comparison procedure (proposed in Kr~~er, C.Y. (1956). Extension 
of multiple range tests to group means with unequal numbers of 
replications. Biometrics 12, 307-310) when p ( 5. {The result 
for p = 3 1•/as previously proven in Kurtz, T. E. ( 1956). .An ~xten-
.sion of a multipl e comparison procedure. Doctoral thesis, 
Princeton University.) 
1. ;Introduction 
Kramer (1956~ 1957) proposed the following multiple compari-
son procedure for a one-way analysis of variance with unequal 
sample sizes. 
Let X. ·~ i lJ 
nonnal variables 
Ni 
X. = N:-1 E X .. 
1.• 1. i=l lJ 
== 1, •.. , p; j = 1~ ••• , Ni (N. L l) 
1. -
with. E(X .. ) = ll· Var X . . l.J l l.J 
. . 2 - 1 ,2 
and s = v E(X . . -X. 1 l.J 1.. 
2 
= a • 
where 
be independent. 
As usual let 
v = N-p 
!:; ( EN. ) - p L l. 
1. -
Kramer's procedure produces the set of simultaneous 
confidence statements 
( 1.1). 
where q(a) is the upper ath quantile of the Studentized range p ., \) 
distribution (see e. g. Miller (1966) ,: p . 37 -47); The conjecture, 
on \mich Kramer's proposal is based is that the overall error rate 
of (l) as a. A precise statement of this conjecture is as 
follovls: 
Conjecture 1: Let p be given. · Then for any configuration 
Ni, i = l, ... ~p 
( 1. 2) 
(By the definition of 
Ni = N/p.) 
· ~a. 
q(a) equality is achieved in (1.2) p, \) when 
The va lidity of Conj ecture 1 vmuld show~ in other words~ 
that Kramer' s P,rocedur.e is conservative . This conj ecture is 
- 2 -, 
trivial ~or p = 2 and was verified for p = 3 in Kurtz (1956). 
However its validity ~or p 2_ 4 has not previously been vali-
dated . As pointed out in Miller (1966 ), (See, e . g., p . 87.) 
this procedure can only be used \·lith skepticism unl.ess Conjecture 
1 is validated. Many related re~erences ar e listed in Miller 
.(1977) and some related issues have recently been discussed in 
Gabriel (1978) and Gen_i~i and Hochberg (1978). 
Recentl y Dwmett (1979) has performed a careful . t>ionte Carlo 
study which indicates - perhap s somewhat surprisingly - that 
Conj ecture 1 may be valid for all values o~ p. Dunnett's study 
provides strong evidence, and may suffice to jus.tify the use of 
Kramer ' s procedure in various applications - particularly when 
p is not large. However a Monte Carlo study is not well suited 
to demonst rating the mathematical validity of Conjecture 1 for 
several reasons; not least because the Nonte. Carlo calculations 
must be performed at all con'figu:.t;'ations of 




i = l , .. . ,p, 
gets large. 
Motivated by D'U.Tl.p.ett ' s study we have attempte d to find a 
proof ' of Conjecture 1 for values of p L 4. We have had only 
limited success. This paper contains a proof of 
Theorem l: Conjecture 1 is valid for p = 4 and f'or p == 5 
·( as well as p = 3). 
The fact that Theorem 1 is· limited to p ( 5 has not made 
u s skeptical of the validity of Conj ecture 1 for larger values 
of p . Rather it has convinced us only that the probl em is 
mathematically very complex to solve - at l east via the methods 
v:hj ch 've have found to be. applicable and have used h e re. These 
, -3-
methods are entirel y elementary and i t could be that the problem 
will prove more tractable via some more sophistic~ted :approach. 
Still, there is some hope that the methods used h Jre could be 
extended. to yield a general proof of Conjecture 1 l (if that 
conjecture is really valid for all p).
1
' It would be necessary 
to enunciate a suitable induction hypothesis; and this we have 
been unable to do here. Some further thoughts on this issue are 
contained in a postscript in the Appendix. 
The validity of Conjectur~ 1 is equivalent to the validity 
of the following proposition concerning a fa~ly z. " i = 1, •. . " p" J_ 
of standard (mean zero, variance 1 ) normal random variables. 
For p = (p1, .•. ,pp) with pi) 0 define 
Pk(p) = Pr(jp.Z.-p .z.l) k ( p?+p~) 1/2 for some 
. l l J J J_ ·J i ~ j } . 
Proposition 1: Let p be given. Then for any k ) 0 
(1 .3) sup(Pk(p):p = (p1, . .. , pp ) with pi) 0 ) 
= Pr(l z. -z . j ) 21/ 2k for some i f. j) 
l J 
(See the appendix for a proof that Proposition 1 implies Conjecture 
l. The reverse implication i s of no" importance here, and its 
proof . is left to the reader.) 
-4-
, 
2. Reduction to a local maxima problem. 
Our proof of the validity of Proposition 1 involves showing 
f or the given dimension, p, that the probability on the left of 
(1.3) is a continuously differentiable function of p = (p1, . .. ,pp) 
which has an inflection point if and only if p1 = • • • = . Pp· It is 
then easy to show that ·this inflection point is a local and global 
maximum, and hence Proposition 1 ( and Conj ecture 1) is val id for 
this value of p. 
Let ei denote the ith unit vector in ~P . Let 
,gij(p) = ( piei- pjej)/(pi + p~) 112• Let Z = (Z?-, ••• ,.zp) E IRP and 
use the symbols a · ,S for the ordina ry dot product on ~p and 
1/2 p II a II= (a·a) . For any collection f3 = {f3ij: .Bij E lR, 1 ~ i(j~p} 
define 
( 2 . 1) nk( f3 ) = Pr ( I f3 . . • z I > k II f3 . . II lJ lJ for some i ( j J. 
Note that Pk( p) = Tik( ~( p)) where Pk( p) is defined . in Proposition 1. 
When the value of k is fixed in advance, as it will be in the 
following, we write P(p) in place of Pk(p) , etc. I t is easy to 
check that n(,g) and f3(p) are continuously differentiable to all 
orders. 
Then, 
( 2 . 2) 
'vhere 
a =P~1 on( !3) n ( !3( P) ) ~.-
opP i=l of3ip 
p - 1 
= L 
i=l 




{ n( ,g + 6 e~ , P ( m) ) - n( ,g) } 
with ( o~ (m)) 1. ·J. = em if l , p 
1\ 
i = i , j = p, and - 0 otherwj.se . 
- :::> -
We thus intend to prove 
Proposition 2: Let p be given. Let Pp ~ pi for all 
·i < p. Then 
r . (p) ( o ~ -
for all i ( p. Equality occurs (if and) only if pi= Pp · 
Acc;ording to the· introductory remarks of this section .(in-
cluding (2. 2) t_he validity of Proposition 2 \vill imply the validity 
of Proposit ion 1 (and of Conjecture 1). Note , it is essential in 
Proposition 2 that Pp ~ pi for i ( p; otherwise ( 2. 3) could 
. be false. In more concrete terms Proposition 2 implies that II(,B(p)) 
can always be increased by slightly decreasing the largest value 
of pi unless all pi are equal. ( This implication is valid even 
if several (but not all) coordinates of p all assume - the value 
max p . • ) 
. ~ 
J. 
The next step is to give a more useful expression for 
ii(p). To this end, assu~e Pp ~pi for i (Po 
Without loss of generality fix the particular value of the index 
i which appears on the left of (2.3) at i = p - 1. Define 
Note that 
v. = -p. z. i = 1, . . . ,p-2 ~ ~ ~ 
2 2 
.) 1/2 V -{ + ) Z/( Pp- + 
. p-1= Pp-1 ep Pp ep-1 . Pp-1 . 
vp -- (pp- 1 ep - 1-ppep) ·Z/(p: + P:_l)l/2 
= ,Bp-l, p (p) •Z 
( ,8*( p,6) )p - l, p = f3p-l, P( p + 6 ep) 
* . . ~,8 (p,6))ij = ,Bij(p) (i,j) f. (p-l, p); i < j. 
a re independent normal variables ; and that 




( 2. 4) 
(A more detailed presentation of (2.4)-as well as m~ny of the 
f'ollov,ring expressions -appears in the appendix.). Then 
I 
( 2 . 5 ) r 1 ( p ) = lim 6 - l [ Pr( max { I ,8 ~J- ( p, 6) • Z I ) ~ k) p - 6~0 -
Pr(max [!,Bij(p) · ZI} ~ k)] 
= 2~(k) E((Pp-1 Vp-1/( 2 + 2 ))+ 
_ Pp Pp-1 
( Pr(S ( V 1 )) - Pr('S' ( -Vp 1))) IV = k). p- , - p 
where + . ~ denotes the standard normal d ensity function, a =max( a, o), 
and 
A . 
S (v) = [{v1 , . •• ,v 2 ): max £1 ,B . . ·ZI p- l.J 
(i,j) -1 (p-l,p)} ( k IV = k, V 1 = v). p p- . 
After some algebraic calculations it is possible to '"rite 
~( v) = S( PpPp-1 vI ( 2 2 ) 11 2) where 
Pp + Pp-1 
. ( 2. 6) 
2 2 1/2 ( k( pi + P) , a+ c. - d. ( v . 1. 1. J. 





- (p + p 
- , -
Note that since p ) p p = p-1 
( 2. 7) 
(because 
... 1/2 
ci ~ (k/2)((p~-l + p~) 
2 2 1/2 
( Pp + Pi)· . + ( Pp - Pp_1 )) ~ 0 
2 1/2 
pi) - y is a decreasing function of y ~ 0) . 
Note also that c 4 = 0 if and only if Also note that 
..... Pp = Pp-1· 
ci and d. J. are increasing functions of p. for fixed ]. 
See Figure 2.1 for a picture of s(~ a) when p = 4. [ Insert Figure 
2.1 here.] 
The preceding calculations motivate the articulation of 
Proposition 3: Let p be given. Let p ) p and p p - 1 
p - 2 . Let a ) o. Then 
( 2. 8) Pr(S(a)) < Pr(S(-a)). 
It follows by contin~Lty that Pr(S( a)) ~ Pr( S(-a)) when 
p = p 1 • (In fact, l ater computations show that equality holds p p-
under this condition.) 
According to the calculations preceding this proposition the 
truth of Proposition 3 for the given p implies the truth of 
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3. Proof of Proposition 3 ( and Conjecture 1) for p = 3. 
I 
I 
When p = 3 then S(a) = {v1: a+ c1 - dl < vt .< a+ c1 + dl}' 
Now, let w1 be a normal variable with mean 0 and 1variance 
p~) 0. Then ~(b) = Pr[b - di ( w1 ( b ; · di} is a symmetric 
strictly unimodel funct~on. Hence 
( 3· 1-) Pr(S( -a)) = ~(-a+ c 1 ) 
) ~(a+ c 1 ) = Pr(S(a)). 
• 
This proves Pr oposition 3 and hence Conjecture 1 for p = 3. [Con-
jecture 1 for p = 3 vTas first proved by Kurtz · (1956) . His proof 
was somewhat different , and did not involve intermediate steps like 
Propositions 1-3.] 
The inequality (3.1) can be thought of as an instance of the 
following standard lemma, which we shall later us e again. 
Lemma 3.1: Let W be a r eal valued normal random variable 
with mean 8, varianc e 2 (J • Let a ( {3, vlith 
(a + {3)/2 ~ 0 ( ~ 0 , respectively) I f 8 ~ 0 ( 8 ~ 0) 
( 3· 2) 
with equality if and only if (a+ {3)/2 = 0 or 8 = 0. 
(In (3.1) a= c1 - d1, {3 = c1 + d1, 8 =a, and 
Pr(S( -a)) = _Pr 8((a, {3)) ) Pr_8((a, f3) ) = Pr(S(a)).) 
then 
- 9-
4. Two Lenunas : 
The results of this section vlill b e used in the next two sections 
in the proof of Conjecture 1 for p = 4,5 . The first of these l emmas 
is a generalization of Lemma 3.1 to the case of higher dimension , as 
well as tQ a more gene r a l type of r egion . 
The second lemma i s somewhat more specialized (and easier to 
prove) and will be used several times in Section 6 . 
Lemma 4.1: Let w1, ... ,wq be independent normal random vari-
ables with means ei ~ o. Let ai' ~i ' i = l, ... ,q satisfy 
di + ~i ~ 0, ai < ~i. Let kij ) 0 for 1 ~ i < j ~ q, and define 
(4 .1) 
( 4 . 2) 
Then 
{w: al. - a. < vll. < ~l· - a , .. . , q ; I'". - w . j < k . . 1 (_ i < j (_ q} 
l J J.J' -
{w: -~.+a( w. < 
l l 
- a1 +a, i = l, ... ,q; I vl. - w .j < k .. l J lJ , 
1 ~ i < j ~ q }. 
Pr8(R- ) ~ Pr8(R+) 
· with equality if and only if 8 = 0 or R+ = R . 
Proof: For the case q = 1 this lemma is equivalent to Lemma 
3 .1. Nmv, suppose the Lenuna is true in dimensi"on q = 1, ... , Q - 1. 
Let q = Q. 
Suppos e ~ - ( 0 J - for some coordinate 
p licity suppose j = Q so that ~Q ~ o. 
j = 1, .. . , Q. For sim-
Then R± = U(R±(±w) x (±w)) 
WE ( - {3Q' aQ) 
vi here 
R- ( -w) = { (1.·11 , .. . , vlQ-l): ( vt~1 , . .. , WQ_1,-w) E R- } 
= { (vr1 , . .. , '·"Q-l): max ( a1 , -w-k11) 
< w1 < min (;B1 , -w+k11 ) }, 
-J.O-
by the induction hypothesis . Hence 
(5 .3) Pr8(R-) = E8(Pr8(R-( - w)IWQ = -w)) 
~ E8(Pr8 (R+(+w) lvlQ = -w)) 
~ Ea(Pr8 (R+(w)lwQ = w)) = ~r 8 (R+) 
(The second inequality uti_lizes the {act that eQ ~ 0, w ) 0, and 
the density of WQ is sym~etric and unimodal . ) At least one of the 
i _nequalities in (4.3) is strict unless e = o. 
In general the ·pair of sets R R+ and R+ - R can be 
broken up into disjoint pieces - antisymmetrically paired - such 
that each pair of pieces satisfies the conditions of the lemma and 
of the preceding paragraph . This is illustrated in Figure 4. 1. Ex-
plicitly, let 
1\ Ql. Let 
"' Ql c [ ( 1, ... , Q) } 
R- (Q1 ) = [vi : 
with 
wE R- , a.-a-
1. 
and let " Q2 = [ ( 1, ... , Q) } 
< wi < a-{3i 
a-f\ < wi < f3i -a 
A for i E Q1 , 
f • A} or 1. E Q2 
and define 
for a set of measure zero) and 
-1- " inequality unless R~(Q1 ) = ¢ 
then R± - R+ = U R±(Q ) (except Ql~¢ 1 
Pr8(R-(Q1 )) ~ Pr8(R+(Q1 )) with strict 
or 8 = o. The truth of the lemma 
for q = Q follov1s directly . This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma Lj. 2: Let vl1 , \·12 be indepen~ent norma l random variables 
with mean 81, ~2 . Let R(a) be a set of the form 
III-
+ 
- - - - - [<_ .. ~' /~--------------~ 
+ Ti I'" 
,f------------ - -




"-'--~--------' - - - - - -l 
~ .. R-
I±= R± (fl,2) ), II±= R±([l}, III±= R±([2}) 
rv± = R±(¢); R± = I±UII±UIII±UI~ 
Fig . 4.1 
(4 .4) R(a) = ((w1,w2): a1 + a< w1 < {31 + a 
a2 < w2 - yw1 < . {32} 
where ai < f3i' i = 1 , 2, y > 0, a1 + {31 ~ 0 , a2 + {32 + y(a1+f31) 
Then 
whenever 91 ~ 0, 92 ~ 0 ; and strict inequality holds unless 
a. + f3 . = 0, i = 1,2, and 9 = o. ~ ~ 
Proof: The sets R(±a) are ill ustrated in Figure 4.2. 
Note that for any w ) 0 
Pr9 (a2+y((a1+f31 )/2-w) < ~'12 
< {32 + y((al-1-{31)/2- w)) 
~ Pr9(a2+y( (a1+{31 )/2+w) ( W2 
< f3 2 + y ( ( a 1 + {31 ) / 2+w) 
by Lenuna 3.1 since a1 + {31 + y (a 2+{32 ) ~ o . Hence 
(4.5) Pr 8 ( R( -a) I \·11 = ( a1 +131 ) / 2-w) 
~ Prg(R(+a) lvT1 = (a1+f31)/2+w) 
(4 .·6) R(±a) - R(+a) = R(±a) n ((1<J1 ,v12): w1 = (a+f3)/2 ± cu 
with I ( a 1 -f31 ) / 2+al < w < ( f31 - a1 ) / 2+a) } 
~ 
Since the density of V.l 1 i s synun~tric and unimodal about 82 ~ 0 









Pr8(R(-a) - R(+a)) ~ Pr8 (R(+a) - R(-a)) ; 
with strict inequality unless ai + ~i = 0, i = 1,2 and e = o. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We remark that the preceding lemma could be generalized to 
hold for sets of the form 
R(a) = ((w1 ,, . .. ,lvq)_: a1 +a< w1 < {31 +a, 
* (w2, ... ,wq) E ~ (w.1 )} 
so long as the analog of (4.5) holds - that is, so long as 
(4.T) * P r 8 ( R ( \'11 ) I vT 1 = w 1 = ( a1 + {31 ) I 2-w) 
~ Pr8(R* (1v1 ) !w1 = w1 = (a1+{3.1 )/2+w) 
for all w ) o. 
-13 - . 
5. I Proof of Proposition 3 (and Conjecture 1) for p = 4. 
Without loss of generality assume p1 £ p2 thrbughout this 
section; as l'lell p = 4 and the r emaining assumptions of Propo-
sition 3. ·( 
The proof is in t\vo parts . The first part concerns the sets 
S1 (a) = ((v1 , v2) E S(a) : 
- k(pi+p~)l/2 + 2(cl-c2) ~ vl- v2 ~ k( pi+p~)l/2} 
and the second part concerns the .sets 
Figure 5 . 1 illustrates these two sets. finsert Figure 5.1 near here . ] 
It should be clear that the sets s1 (a) and s1 ( - a) are anti-
symmetric about the point v = c . Thus 
1, 
(5 .1) (v1 ,v2 ) E S1 (±a) <=> 
2c - (v1,v2) e s 1 (+a) 
In fact, s 1 is the maximal set having this property. Thus 
(5. 2) (v1,v2) E S(±a), 2c - (v1,v2) E S(+a) 
<=> (vl,v2) € sl(±a) . 
At this stage we have found it notationally and conceptually 
convenient to introduce independent normal r andom variables w1,w2 
2 2 
with means e1 , e2 and variances P]_, p2 . Let 
T(a) = {(w1 ,w2) : w - c = (w1-c1 ,w2-c2) e S(a)} 
= [(w1 , w2 ): l,v1 -w2- (c1 -c2)! 




(5.3) PrS=- c (W € T(a)) = Pr (V e S(a)) 
and similarly for Ti(a) and Si(a) , i = 1, 2. 
-The .first part of'the proof of Proposition 3 is contained in 
. the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1: If 8i ~ 0 , i ::: 1,2, t hen Pr9 (T1 (-a)) ~ Pr 9(T1 (a)), 
with equality if and only if 9 = o. Consequently Pr(s1 (-a))) 
Pr(s1 (a)). 
Proof: The second sentence of the lemma follo\'rs directly from 
the first, (5.3), and (2 .7) . To validate the first, note that 
< d. ± a, i = 1, 2; I wl-''~21 1. 
< k(pi+p~)l/2 - (cl-c2)}. 
Hence T1 (±a) are sets of the form R± of Lemma 4 . 1. Lemma 5. 1 
now follows from Lemma 4. 1 . 
The reader may note that the preceding lemma does not use many 
of the detailed formula defining s 1 (±a) (and, consequently, T1 (±a)). 
It uses primarily the antisymmetry, the fact that ci > 0, i = 1, 2, 
and the independence and un~modality of the distributions of v1 ,v2 
(and w1 , w2). The next l emma , which deals vlith the sets s 2 (±a) 
re quires much more precise information for its validity. 
Lemma 5 . 2: Pr(s2 ( - a)) ~ Pr(s2 (a)) . (It can be shovm · that 
equality hold s only if S {±a) = ¢; 2 \<Thich occurs if and only if 
"' - ... 
p 
1 
= p 2 (so that c, =- - 2), - or p3 ~ p2- - see the part of the 
Appendix con" ... _ •. ::: . .11g Figure 2.1.) 
_ .coof : Let Y1 = v1 - v2, Y2 = v1/p i + V~p ~· j Not~ that 
I Y1, Y2 are independent normal random variables each having mean 
o. Let 
I 
u·2 (±a) = ( ( y 1' y 2) : ( v 1 ( y 1' y 2) , v 2 ( y l' y 2) ) € s 2 (±a) 
( 2 . 22 2 2 Here , of course , v1 y1 , y 2). = (p1y1+p1 p2y 2)/(p 1+P 2), and 
2 2 2 2 2 
= (plp2y2-p2yl)/(pl+p2) . 
Now, u2 can be written as · 
(5 . 4) u2 (±a) = f(yl'Y2); max( -d1 -ct2+c1 -c 2,-k(Pi_;P~) 1/2) 
2 2 
< y1 < -k(P1+P 2) + 2 (c1-c2) and 
111 ( Y 1) ± a < Y 2 < n2 ( Y 1) ± a}· 
See Figure 5 . 2. It is calculated in the appendix that 
for all values , y1 , satisfying the inequality in the definition 
( 5. 4) . It fo llo\'lS from ( 5 . 5) and Lemma 3 . 1 that 
Pr( 1l1 (yl) - a < Y2 < 1l2(yl) - a) 
) · Pr ( 111 ( Y 1) + a < Y 2 < 112 ( y 1) + a) 
for all values of y1 appearing in (5.4). Consequently 
Pr(U
2
(-a)) ) . Pr(u2(a)) (unless u 2(±a) = ¢), and so Pr(s2(-a))) 
Pr(s2 (a)) (unless s2 (±a) = ¢). This concludes the proof of the 
lemma. 





_ ___.....,· U;/ 1 (). } ' 
(_/ 
L is the line segment(s) [(y1,y2) : y1 = D (fixed)} n (u2 (± a)) 
I= (D,n1(D)-a), II= (D,n2(D)-a), 
III= (D,n1(D)+a), IV= (D,n2(D)+a) 
(Note that the intersection of L vrith the y 2 axis divides 
L ·below its midpoint . This reflect s (5.5).) 
Fig . 5. 2 
- 16-
Proposition 3 is valid when p = 4 since Pr(S(±a)) = Pr(s1 (±a)) + 
Pr(s2(±a)). This completes the proof . of Proposition 3 .(and hence 
of Conjecture 1) for the case p = 4. 
- 17-
6. Proof of Proposit.ion 3 (and Conjecture 1) f or p = 5· 
This proof has many elements of the proof of the pr eceding 
section for p = 4, but i t also contains s everal steps which have 
no analog there . Without loss of generali ty assume p1 ~ p2 ~ p3 
throughout this section; as well as p = 5 and the remaining 
assumptions of Proposition 3. 
Define w., i = 1, 2, 3, to be i ndependent ·normal random 
~ 
2 
variables with means ei and vari ances pi. Let 
T(a) = (w € m3: w - c € S(a)} 
T1(a) = (w € ~3: w 
lw1 - wjl ~ k(pi + 
€ T( a), 
2 1/2 
p . ) - (c .-J l. 
s 2(a) = S(a)- s 1(a) . 
for 1 ~ i < j ~ 3} 
Again, Pr 9 = - c(T1(a)) = Pr(s1(a)) ; and the first half of the 
proof of Proposition 3 . is to shovl 
Lemma 6.1: If ei ~ 0, i = 1, • . . , p-2 then Pr 8( T1(-a)) ~ 
Pr 8(T1(a)), with equality if and only if e = o. Consequently 
Pr(s1( -a))) Pr(s1(a)) . 
~roof: The second sentence of the lemma follows · from the 
first , as in the proof of Lemma 4. 1. 
Al so as in the proof of Lemma 4 . 1, t he sets T1(~a) ar e of 
the form 
Lemma 4 .1. 
+ R- of Lemma 4. 1. Lemma 6.1 t hen follows directly from 
The second. part of the proof of Proposition 3 is to shm,r 
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Lemma 6.2: Pr(s 2( - a)) ~ Pr(s 2(a)). ( Again it can be shown 
that equality occurs if and only if s 2(~a) = ¢~) 
Proof: The sets s 2( ~a) 
subsets. These are 
are each broken into ~hree disjoint 
Q2( ~a) = (v E S 2( ~a): 
v2-v3 ~ (d 2- d3) + (c2-c3)} 
.. ··· 
Q3( 1){~a) = [v E s 2( ~a) : 
v2-v3 < (d2-d3) + (c2-c3), 
vl-v2 ~ - (dl-d2) + (cl-c2)} 
Q3( 2 ) (~a) = (v E s 2( -ta): 




For the remainder of this proof we assume Pp-l ) p3; for otherwise 
s 2(-ta) = ¢, and the lemma is trivially true. (See the appendix 
c oncerning Figure 2.1 to verify this assertion.) 
(Geometr ically these three s e ts can be visualized as follows: 
the sets s 2(-ta) are composed of line segments of the form 
[v + b1: b E ~} n s 2(~a) for various v E ffi3 . Q2(~a) consists 
of thos e line s egments which exit s 2( ~a) at v·2 = d 2 + c 2 -t a. 
Q3(i) consists of those line segments which exit s 2(~a) at 
v 3 = d 3 + c 3 ! a and enter at v 1 = - di +ci-t a, i = 1,2. (Thus, 
Q2 c ould, more properly be labelled Q2( l) • ) ) 
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Consider the sets Q2( ~a). S.ince v2 - v3 ~ 0, it must be 2 2 1/2 
that either vl - v2 ~ -k(pl + P2) .+ 2( c1 - c 2) 0r 
vl - v2 = vl - v3 - (v2- v3) ~ -k(pi + 2 1/2 p3) + 2( cl - c3) 
-((d2 - d3) + (c2 c3)). It is shown in the appendix that the 
latter lov-rer bound is larger. It follows. that v E Q2( ~a) · only if 
v1 - v 2 = o12 satisfies 
( 6.1) 
Furthermore, it is .shown in the appendix that ( 6. 1) together with 
( 6. 2) 
and 
( 6. 3) 
- d 1 + c 1 ~ a ( v 1 = v 2 + 6 ~2 ( d2 + c 2 + &12 ~ a 
are necessary and sufficient for v E Q2(~a). 
As in .the proof of Lemma 5 ~ 2 defi~e Y1 = V1 - V2 and 
Y2 = V1/p~ + V2jp~ . For fixed, given, Y1 = o12 · satisfying (6. 1) 
the regions Q2(~a) can be written b ecaus e of ( 6.2) and (6.3) in 
terms of Y2, v3 as 
( 6.4) 
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= {(y2' v3): ~1( 612) +a ( Y2 
( 112 ( 012) -ta ' ~3( 612) + ~ Y 2 
< v3 < 114( 012) + S Y2J 
where B12 satisfies (6.1) and ~l' ~2 are as ~efined in (5.4) 
and ~3, . ~4 , ~5 ·are described more explicitly in the appendix. 
It is verified there that S ) 0, 
( 6. 5) 
and 
( 6 · 6) ( 'r]3( 612) + ~4 ( 012)) + ~5 ( ~1 ( 012) + ~2( 012)) 
~ 0 
for all o12 satisfying ( 6.l) . It follmls from Lemma 4 . 2 that 
Pr(Q2( - a)IY1 = o12) ~ Pr(Q2(a)IY1 = o12) · and hence 
The sets Q3(i) are handled rather similarly to Q2. For 
v E Q3(l)(-ta) the difference v 1 - v3 = o13 satisfies 
"( ( ) ( ) ( 2 p32) 1/2) max - d 1 + d3 + c 1 - c 3 , - k p 1 + 
( 6. 8) 
See the appendix. It is also ve rified there that v E Q3(l)(!a) 
if and only if (6. 8) is satisfied along i'Tith 
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and 
( 6. 15) v2 - (dl - d2) + (cl - c2) 
2 2 1/ 2 
.< vl < v2 + k( P1 + p2) 
and 
( 6 . 16) 
As in the previous tv10 cases Lemma 4. 2 may be applied to yield 
( 6. 17) 
Combining (6 . 7), (6 . 13) and (6. 17) yields the desired result, 
that 
Pr( s 2( -a)) ~ F-.c( s 2( +a)). 
This completes the .proof of Lemma 6.2. 
Lemma 6.1 and 6. 2 combj ned show that Conj ec_ture 1 i s valid 




Hence· if we define Y3 = v1 - v3 and Y4 = v1!ri + v3!r§ then 
the regions Q3(l)(~a) can be written in terms of the values of 
Y3, Y4, _V 2 as (except for a set of measure zero) 
~6( 013)~a ( Y4 ( ~7( 013) !a' 
rig( 013) + ~10 Y4 ( v2 ( ~( 0~3) + ~10 Y4J · 
It is checked in the appendix that ~10 ) 0, 
( 6. 11) 
and 
( 6 . 12) 
It follm'ls from Lemma 4. 2 that 
( 6. 13) 
For 
( 6. 14) 
v € Q3( 2)(~a) the defining inequalities are 
2 2 1/2 
max( -k( P,2 + p3) , -( ct2 + ct3) +( c 2 - c 3) 
2 2 1/2 ( o23=:=v_2-v3(-k(p2+p3) +2(c2-c3) 
- 1 ( rp_1 (p) =lim 6 [ Pr 6-"'0 
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I 
* I L k, max fl f3 i, j ( p , 6) • Z I : ( i, j ) ~ ( p -1, p) ·) < k) 
I 
* +Pr(maxf!f3 .. (p,6)·ZI: (i,j) ~ (p-l,p)) L k) l,J 
- Pr(l.Bp-l,p(p)·ZI L k, 
max [j f3. J. (p) • Z I : ( i, j) ~ (p-1, p) ) ( k) ~, 
-Pr(maxfi.Bi,j(p)·ZI:(i,j) ~ (p-l,p)) L k)] 
= 2 lim 6-1 ( Pr(f3* 1 (p,6)·Z L k, 6~0 p- , p -
L k;max£lf3 .. (p)·ZI: ( i,j ) ~ (p-l,p)) ( k)] 
- lJ 
max{!f3ij(p)·z l:( i,j) ~(p-l,p))(k1Vp_1 =vp_1 )) 
2 2 
-E(Pr(k-6pp _1 vp_1/(pp+Pp_1)) ~p L k, 
max[ I f3ij (p) o zl: (i, j) ~ (p-1, p)} < kl Vp-l = vp_1))] 
= 2~(k)[E((pP_1vP_1/(p~+p~_1))+ 
Pr (max £1 ,Bij ( p) · Z I : ( i , j) I (p- i, p ) } 
- 23- -. 
Appendix (Proofs, computations, and a conjecture) 
Proposition 1 implies Conjecture 1: Let 
h a·s the s ame distribution as X. -1-1· • Let J..• l 
Then since S is independent of [xi, i = 1, .•• , p ) (and of 
{Zi) as well) (1.3) yields 
p;{f (X. ·--X. ) -( ~J·-·1-1 ·) , . -) s(N:-l+N-:l)l/2q(a) 121/2 J..• _ J· ]. J":::::: J.. . J p,v' 
for some i I= j) (. Pr{ jz. -z .j 2_ sq(a) for s~me i I= j) 
- J.. J - p , v 
by the definition of (a) qp • 
,v II 
Calculations for (2.4): 
( ) (-( ( ( "2 2 1/2 ~p-l,p p+6ep ·Z = Pp+6)ZP+pp-lzp_1)/ pp+6) +pp-l) 
since 
(Al) . 
Calculation for (2.5) : Continuing after the first step of 
. ( 2. 5), we get 
= a 
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Pr(max (J f3ij (p) · z!_: (i, j) -J (p-1, p)) < k J vp = k, vp _1 ))] 
= 2 cp(k) E( (pP_1 vP_1/( p:+p:_1 ) ) + (s (vP_1 ) -'8· (-vP _1 ))) 
where a+= max(a,O), a - ~ min(a,O). 
where 
, 
Computations for (2. 6) : In view of (Al), 
< ·< 2 2 112 I I 2 2 112 k p p+P .· ) ' p 1z l +v. < k ( p 1+p . ) ) l p- . p- l p- l 
I I . 2 2 1/2 = [ ( v1 , • • • , v 2) : v. - v . < k ( p . +p . ) , p- l J l J 
< k( 2+ ?)1/2 l +kp2 /( 2+ 2 )1/2 Pp P1 ' p-1 Pp Pp-1 
2 2 112 I 2 2 112 
- 'PpPp- 1 v/(pp+Pp-1) +Vi ( k(pp-1+pi) ) 
(. ) I I < ( 2 2 112 = { v1 , • •. ,vp_ 2 : vi-vj k pi+p j ) , 
a+kp~/(p:+p:-1) 1/2_k(p:+pf) 1/2 < vi 
< a-Jcp:-1/(p~+p~-1) 1/2 +k(p~-1 +pf) 1/2 ) 
since 
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(because (p2+p2 )l/2+(p2 +p~)l/2) (p2+p2)1/2 and p p-1 p··l ~ p i ' 
• 
Defining c . , d . as in (2.6) nov1 yields the desired expression. 
. ~ ~ 
Which vertices a re -in S( ±a)Z (See Figure 2.1): 
The vertex P~ = (a+d1+c1,a+d2+c 2). Now 
(A2) 0 ~ (dl+cl)-(d2+c2) = k((p~-l+pi)l/2_(p~-l+p~)l/2) 
~- k(pi+p~)l/2 • 
Hence P1 E S(a). 
Similarly P3 = (a-d1+c1,a-d2+c 2) so that 
o L (-dl+cl) - (-d2+c2) = -k((p:+ri)l/2_(p~+p~)l/2) 
L -k(pi+p~)l/2 • 
Hence P3 E S(a). 
The vertex P 2 = ( a+d1 +c1, a-d2+c 2). Now, 
(A3) 0 < d1+c1-(-d2+c 2) = k((p2 +p2)1/2+(p2+p 2)1/2_(p2+p2 )1/2) - p-1 1 p 2 p p-1 
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. if d 1 . f 2 / 2 . by 1. t . f th c h s h t an on y 1 Pp-l ~ p2 app 1ca 1on o, e auc y- c war z 
inequality. 
and only if 
2 2 
Pp-1 ( P1· 
(We have assumed p1 L p2.) Hence P2 e S(a) if 
2 / 2 Similarly P4 e S(a) if and only if Pp-1 ~ P2· 
Verification of (5 . 5) in the proof of Lem~a 5.2: According 
. . 2 2 
to Figure 5.2, TJ1 (y1 ) = (-d1+c1)/p1+(-d1+c1-y1)/p2 and TJ2(y1 ) 
= ( d2+c2+y1) /pf+( d2+c 2) /p ~·. Hence, we need to prove 
2 2 2 2 (A4) · O ~ T]l(yl)+TJ2(yl) = (J./pl+l/p2) (-dl+d2+Cl+c2)-yl(l/p2-l/pl) 
for all y1 satisfying the inequality in (5.4). (The symbol \ 
denotes an inequality to be verified, etc._) Taking (5.4) into 
account, (A4) will be valid if 
Since 
it suffices to verify 
Now, (pf+p~) 112 < Pf-p~) = (pf+p~) 112 ( pl+p2) (pl-p2) ) (pf+p~) (pl-p2) • 
Hence it suffices to verify 
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(A7) (pf+p~) (pl-p2) ) (pf+p~) 
Now (m2+pf) 1/2-(m2+p~) 1/2 is a decreasing function of m L 0. 
Hence '(A7) is a valid inequality. This verifies (A4), and 
consequently (5.5). 
Verification of (6.1): It is required to·show 
This is equivalent to 
Since p3 ~ p2 ~ p1 ~ -Pp this l ast inequality is valid by 
application of the Cauchy-Sch~vartz inequality. 
Verification of (6. 2) and (6 .3) : The conditions stated in 
(6 . 2) and (6 .3) are obviously necessary for v E Q2(±~) . One 
.. 
. further defining condition for Q2 (±a) is that v 3 ) -d3+c3. 
But note that the lower bound already stated by (6.2) and (6.3) on 
v3 is 
(A. 9) ( 2 2) 1/2 ( 2 2 1/2 v3) vl-o~2-k p2+p3 L -dl+cl+k pl+p3) - 2( cl~c3) 
+d2-d3+c2-c3-k(p~+p~) 1/2 = k(pi+p~) l/2_k(p~+p.~ ) 1/2 
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-(d1- d2) -( c1- c2) - d3+c3 
= k( 2+ 2)1/2_k( 2+ 2) 1/2 k( 2 + 2)1/2 P1 P3 P2 P3 - Pp- 1 P1 
( 2 2 1/2 +k Pp- l+p2) - d3+c3 
r 
by the Cauchy- Schwartz inequality since Pp _1 >. p3• It follows 
that the conditions stated in (6 . 2) and (6 . 3) already imply the 
condition v3 ) - d3+c3• An enumeration of the conditions for 
v E Q2(±a) nm1 shows that (6 .1) - (6 . 3) are sufficient for 
v E Q2(±a). 
Verification of (6.5): It follows from (6 . 3) as in (A4), 
that 
but here o12 is subject only to the upper bound in (6.1) . Thus 
it is requi red to verify 
(AlO) (pf-p~) (+k(pf+p~)l/2+d2-d3+(c2-c3) -2(cl-c3)) 
• 2 2 . ~ (pl+p2)(dl-d2-(c1+c2))o 
The left hand side is equal to 
k(. 2_ 2)(( 2+ 2)1/2_( 2+ 2)1/2+( 2 + 2)1/2_( 2 + 2)1/2 P1 P2 P1 P3 Pp P3 Pp- 1 P2 Pp-1 P1 
+( 2+ 2) 1/2) Pp pl 
. 
( 2 2 ( ( 2 2 1/2 ) > k p 1-p 2) p 2 + p p +p 1) -p p 
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since and 
At the same time the right hand side of (A 10) satisfies 
Consequently it suffices to· show 
(A. ll) 
where 
(A . l2) 
2 Note that the right side of t hi s expres.sion is independent of p1 
l'Thereas the left side satisfies 
(A . l3) 
2 
pl' Thus the left side of (A . l2) i s increasing as a ·function of 
for fixed and so reaches its maximum when p2 = Pp (since 
Assume p1 = Pp · 
2 2 ( pl- p2)(p2+a( pl)) ~ 
Then the left side of (A.ll) becomes 
- .).L -
Now since p 2 p2, p -
( M) m ( 2( m 2 ( m 2 1/2 p2 2-~2 +~2pp = p2 2-~2) +4p2pp ~2-1)+2pp) 
~ {p~(( 2-j2) 2+4 (j2-l))+2p:) 112 
= J2(p2+p2) 1/2. 2 p 
Hence the left side of .(A.ll) now becomes 
( pi-p~) (p2+a(pl)) ~ (p~+p~)l/2(,J2pp(p~+p~)l/2 
2 2 2 2 . 2 2 l/2 pp- p2) = (pp+p2) (J2pp- ( pp+p2) ) 
2 2 . 
= (pp+P.2) (a(pl) -a(p2)) 
this verifies that (A.ll) is valid when p1 = pp; and hence by 
the reasoning at (A. l3) verifes that (6. 5) is valid for _p2(p1( pp . 
Calculation of ~' ~4, ~ and verification of (6.6) : 
We do not need explicit expressions fo r ~' ~4, ~5 . These ex-
pressions could, however, be directly derived by substituting 
in (6 . 2) . Note . that 
For verification of (6 .6) it suffices to note that 
~ + ns~l- a = inf(v3 : v3 satisfies (6 . 2) and (6 . 3) for Q2( - a)} 
and ~4 + ~5 ~2 + ~ - sup(v3 : v3 satisfies (6 . 2) and (6 . 3) for 
Q2(+a) ) . Consequently 
and 
. . 2 2 l/2 ~4 + ~5~2+a=a+m1n(d2+c2+ol2+k(pl+p3) ' 
d2+c 2-(d2-d3)- (c2- c3 ) 
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It can be calculated that in any case 
'\. ( 2 . 2 1/2 . ~4 + rs~2+a ~ d2+c2+612+k p1+p3) - 2(cl-c3 )+a 
I 
because of the lower bound, o12 ) -(d1+d2)+(c1- c2),. · in (6.1) 
and (A2) (t<Tith p3 substituted for p2, etc.). Hence I 
( ( '\. 2 2 1/2 ~+~5~1-a)+ n4+rsn2+a) ~ - d1+c1-k(p2+p3) +d2+c2 
( 2 2 1/2 . '\. 2 2 1/2 2 2 1/2 + k P1+p3) - 2(cl-c3) .f: k(pl+p3) -k(p2+p3) 
- (d1-d2)-(c1-c2) ) o 
by (A.9) . This verifies (6.6) . 
Verification of (6. 8) : If . v e s2 (±a) then v must satisfy 
one of the inequalities 
(A.14) 
$uppose the second. Then, by the definin~ condition of Q3 (1)' 
v1- v3 = v1-v2+v2-v3 ( 
2 2 1/2 . 
- k(pl+p 2) +2 (cl-c2)+d2-d3+c2- c3 
( 2 2 1/2 ::.- k pl+p2) +(d2-d3)-(c2-c3)+2(cl-c3) 
2 2 1/2 . < - k(pl+p3) +2 (cl-c3) 
as in (A. 8 ) . Hence the second inequality implies the first. Suppose 
the third. Then 
. -33-
Hence the third inequality directly implies (6.8). Finally, the 
first inequality implies (6.8) since 
by (A.9). 
- k(pi + p~)l/2 ~ -k(p~ + p~)l/2 
2 2 1/2 2 2 1/2 
-k(pp- 1 + pl) + k(pp- 1 + p2) 
2 . 2)1/2 
= -k( p2 + p3 ( d.l - d 2) - ( c 1 




- ( d 1 - d 2) - ( c 1 - c 2) + 2( c 1 - c 3) 
2 
+ k( pl + 
2 
= -k(p2 + 
+( d2-d3) + ( c2 - c3) 
< (d2-d3) + (c2-c3) . 
includes 
Hence the condition stated ih ( 6.9) already implie·s (A.l5). The 
rema i ning asseL~ions implicit in (6. 8)-(6.10) can be direct ly 
checked fr om the d.efi nition of Q3( l). 
Verification of (6. 11): The constants 116 _ and 117 are the 
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s ame as ~l and ~2 with the roles of p2 and p3 inter changed . 
Hence we need to verify 
~6( 013) + ~( 013) 
= (lfp~ + 1/p~)( - d l + d3 + cl + c3 - 613(1/p~ - 1/pi) ~ 0, 
for all satisfyi ng (6.8) . This is equivalent to 
2 2 2 l / 2 
p3) ( k( p2 + p3) + ( dl - d2) 
t ( c 1 - c 2) - 2( c 1 . - c 3) ). i 
Note that the r ight side is independent of p2 and 
2 2 1/2 
k( p2 + p3) + ( dl - d2) + ( cl - c2) 
2 2 1/2 2 2 1/2 
= k[ ( P2 + P3) + ( Pp-1 + pl) -
2 1/2 2 . 2 1/2 2 ~ k[ ( 2 p3 ) + ( Pp _1 + P) .- ( Pp - 1 + 
Hence it suffices to . show 
2 2 . 2 1/2 2 2 1/ 2 
( p1 - p3) ( k( 2 p3 ) + k( Pp-1 + pl) 
2 2 1/2 . 
- k( Pp - 1 + p3) ) - 2( c1 - c3)) 
2 2 2 1/ 2 2 2 1/2 
= k( P1 - p3)(( 2-p3) + ( Pp + pl) 
- ( p~ + p~) 1/2) 
• 2 2 2 2 l/2 2 2 1/2 ~k(pl+p3)((pp+pl) - (pp+p3) ) 
Now, 
2 2) 1/2 ( 2 p32) 1/ 2) 2 ( ( Pp + p3 
since 
=( Pp- p3) 2 + 
-2J2 p3( p~ + 
2 
( ( Pp - p3) 
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( Pp + p3) - J2 ( p~ ~- p~) 1/2 .( o. 
j 
r 
In view of this it suffices to show 
2 2 2 2 1/ 2 ( P1 - P3) ( P3 + ( Pp + pl) - pp) 
• 2 2 2 2 l/2 2 2 l/2 ~ ( P1 + p3)( ( Pp + pl) ·- ( Pp + p3) ) 
this expression is the same as (A.11) with p3 substituted for p2 . 
Hence this expression is a valid inequality and the verification of 
(6.11) is complete. 
Verification of (6.12): Reasoning as in the verification of 
( 6. 6) we have that Tllo ) 0 and 
Tls + ~ + Tl1o( Tl6 + n7) = - dl + el + dl - d2 
(>13 
max( -( ct1 + ct 2) 
2 2 1/2 
+ . ( cl + c2) + k( Pl + p2) ' - ( d2 - d3) 
2 2 1/2 2 2 1/ 2 
+ c2 + c3 - k( P1 + P3) + k( P1 + p2) ) 
NOI'i, 
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This veri~ies (6.12). 
Verificat ion of (6.14): Since 
vl - v 2 ) - ( dl - d2) + ( cl -. c2) = - ( dl - d2) 
. 2 . . . 2 1/2 2 2 1/2 
-( c 1 - c 2 ) + 2( c1 - c 2 ) = - k( Pp - l + p1 ) + k( pp_1 +. p2 ) 
2 2)1/2 
+ 2( c l - c2) ) -~( pl + p2 + 2( cl - c2) 
if follows that either 
. 2 2 1/2 ) 
v2 -v3 ~ -k( p2 + p3) +. 2(c2- c3 
or 
+ 2( c 1 - c 3) 
2 2 1/2 
= - k( pl + p3) + ( dl - d 2) + ( cl - c2) 
+ 2( c 2 - c 3) 
2 
= ·-k( pl + 2 1/2 2 2 1/2 p3) + k(pp-1 + pl) 
2 
- k( Pp-1 + 
2 1/2 
p2) + 2( c2 - c3) 
< -k( p~ + 2 1/2 p 3) + 2( c 2 - c 3) 
Hence the f or mer. incquali ty concerning v 2 - v 3 is the proper 
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expression for (6.14) . 
Verification for (6.15): It is necessary to check that (6. 15) 
• 2 2)1/2 implies v 1 - v 3 ) -k( p1 + p3 . No1-1, ( 6.15) yields 
vl- v3 = vl- v2 + v2- v3) -( dl - d2) 
2 2 1/2 
+ ( cl- c2) -k( p2 + p3) 
2 2 1/2 2 2 1/2 2 - 2 l/2 
= -k( Pp + pl) + k( Pp + p2)- k( P2 + P3) 
2 2 1/2 > -k( pl + p3) 
which verifies the desired property. 
Verif i cation for (6. 17): 
It is neces sary to verify the analogs of propert_ies ( 6. 5) and 
(6.6). The first of t hese properties will be verifiSd i f 
( ljp~ + l;p§) ( -d2 + d3 + c2 + c3) 
2 2 • 
-623( ljp3 - ljp2) > o. 
_ where &23 satisfies . (.6 . 14) . Note t hat this expression is exactly 
(A4) with (p2, p3 ) substituted for (p1, p2). Hence this express ion 
is valid. 
The analog of (6~6) requires 
-d2 + c2 - ( dl :.. d2) + ( cl - c2) 
2 2 1/2 
. + d3 + c3- k( p2 + p3) + 2( c2- c3) 
2 2 1/2 . 
+ k( P.l + p2) > 0 
The left side of this expression is great er t han 
2 2 1/2 
-dl + d3 + cl- c3 + k( pl + p2) 
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+ k( p~ + 2 1/2 2 '2 1/2 2 . 2 1/2 . p3) + k( pl + p2) - k( p2 + p3). 
I 
> o. ! I 
I 
This verifies the desired property. I 
· Postscript (A conjecture): The method of proof used in Sections 
5, 6 is not-in principle-limited to the cases p = 4,5. Take, for 
example, the case p = 6 and assume p1 ~ p2 ~ p3 ~ p4 • One can 
still define sets s1 (-ta) and S2(-ta) analogous to those in Section 
6. Lemma 4.1 still yields Pr(S 1( - a)) ~ Pr(S1(a)). The .sets s2(-ta) 
can be broken into several disjoint pieces in analogy with the sets 
Qj(i) of Section 6. The first of these sets - Q2 (or Q2(l)) -
could be written as 
(A 16) Q2(~a) = [{yl, Y2' Y3' v4): 
y 1 = o12 satisfies (6.1) with p4 in place of p3, 
* * 
'T"I3 (. 612) + Tis Y 2 < v 3 < T14 ( 612) + 'T15 Y 2; 
2 2 1/2 I v3 - v4 l < k( p3 + P4) . } 
where 111 - 'T15 are as in ( 6. 4) and 
but ·Nith p4 substituted for p3. 
* * 113, 114 are the same as 113, 114 
Nov1, consider this set and the 




satisfies the appropriate version of (6.1) , 
R*( t, 612) = (( v3' v4) : e;l( 612) < v3- t 
< s2 ( 612), s3 ( 612)( v4 - t 
. . . 1/2 
< ~4 ( 612)' I v 3 - v4 1 < k( p~ + p~) } • 
(Here e;1, ••. ,e;4 could qe expressed explicitly in terms of the 
preceding constants .) According to ( 4 . 7) it \'dll follo1-1 that 
(A 18) 
if 
(Al9) Pr(R*(-t, o12))) Pr(R*("t, 612)) 
for the appropriate values of 612 and t · ) 0 . 
· Now observe that ~*(~t, o12) are sets of the same qualitative 
form as S(~t), defined in (2.6) and treated in detail in Section 5· 
. The only difference is that the cons tants ; 1 - ;1+ have different 
explicit expressions than the corresponding terms in the definition 
(2.6) of S(~a) . If it were not for this difference then (A 19) 
would have already been proven in Section 5 and the desired (A 18) 
would immediately follow . 
Perhaps , ho,.rever, (A 19) can b e proven by the same steps as those 
of Section 5. Better ye~perhaps the setup in Section 5 can be 
l'teakened to prove a correspondingly str onger result '"'hich includes both 
Lemmas 5. 1 and 5. 2 and (A 19) • If so then (A 18) Houl d fol1ovr by 
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this stronger result and i~duction. If this could be done for .all 
the sets then Conjecture 1 would follow for p = 6. 
One might even hope that the above remarks could form the 
basis of an inductive proof of Conjecture 1 for all p. The master 
key to const ructing such a proof would of course be to formulate 
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Corrections to "A proof tha.t Kramer 1 s Multiple Comparison Procedure 
is Level-a", revised December 1979. 
1. The r eference listed as Dunnett (1979 ) has now appeared. It 
should now be referenced as, 
Dunnett, C. W. (1980) . Pairwise multiple comparisons in the 
homogeneous variance, unequal sample size case. Jour. 
Amer . Statist~ Assoc . 75, 789-795. 
It shoul d thus be referred to in the manuscript as DUTh'1ett 
(1980) instead of Dunnett (1979) . 
2. The procedure should be referred to throughout as the Tukey-
Kramer method. For example, the title should read "A proof that 
the Tukey-Kramer multiple comparison procedure • • • etc . 11 
3. p .l3, line 3 should read: secti on; as well as p = 4 etc . 
4. The following acknoviledgmcnt should be added on p. 40 : 
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